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Abstract Quine rejects intensional Platonism and, with i t, also rejects attributes (properties) as 
designations of predicates. He pragmatical ly accepts extensional Platonism, but conceives of classes as 
merely auxi l iary enti ties needed to express some laws of set theory. At the elementary logical  level, 
Quine develops an “ ontological ly innocent”  logic of predicates. What in standard quanti f ication theory 
is the work of variables is in the logic of predicates the work of a few functors that operate on 
predicates themselves: variables are el iminated. This “ predicate-functor logic”  may be conceived as a 
pecul iar sort of Platonism - ontological ly neutral, reduced to schematized l inguistic forms. 

 

 

 Quine’s explicit and elaborate atti tude toward Platonism is 1) that he rejects 

intensional  Platonism and 2) that he pragmatical ly accepts extensional  Platonism. On 

that ground I want to show 3) that Quine himself implicitly proposes a kind of formal 

Platonism, in that he reduces Platonism to the l inguistic level. Aspect 3) has also i ts 

negative side. Namely, i f  l inguistic Platonism is al l  that remains of Platonism (i f  only 

in the domain of elementary logic), then Platonism in a ful l , ontological, sense is 

certainly abandoned. 

 

                                                 
1  Thi s i s the el aborated versi on of  the contr i but i on to Dani  Fr ane Petr i �a,  Cres, 3. 
September  1998. I t  was compl eted at  the I nst i tute of  Phi l osophy, Zagreb. 
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Platonism in the usual sense 

 What is probably most often associated with the word ‘ Platonism’ is a sort of 

idealism whereby ideas are conceived as self-sufficiently existing abstract enti ties, 

fundamental for al l  being.  

 Let us take, for example, the term ‘ man’ . What does i t mean? According to 

Quine, the ontological ly “ innocent”  answer would be that ‘ man’ denotes (or is true of) 

each individual man.2 Referring to each man, ‘ man’ is a general term, a predicate.3

 However, according to Quine, there are at least two more answers, which we 

might cal l  Platonistic. 

1) One would be that ‘ man’ means a property, an attr ibute of being a man, 

“ manhood” . “ Manhood”  i tself is something abstract (what is concrete is, in 

turn, individual men). Therefore, “ manhood”  would be a single abstract object, 

more precisely, an “ idea”  designated (named) by a singular term ‘ man’ . Let us 

cal l  such a standpoint intensional  Platonism. 

2) Another Platonistic answer would be that the term ‘ man’ means the class of 

al l  men, “ mankind” . A class (set) is also an  abstract object (“ idea” ), designated 

by the singular term ‘ man’ . Let us cal l  such a type of answer extensional  

Platonism. 

                                                 
2  I  use Qui ne’ s di st i nct i on ( f rom hi s recent  work)  between “ denot i ng”  and “ desi gnat i ng” . 
A ccordi ng to thi s di st i nct i on, a general  term (predi cate)  has the rol e to “ denote”  each obj ect  of  
whi ch i t  i s t rue separatel y, whi l e a si ngul ar  term has the rol e to “ desi gnate”  ( to name) one and 
onl y one obj ect . See Qui ne (1995a), p. 60. Thi s appl i es onl y to “ monadi c”  (one-pl ace)  general  
terms, whereas pol yadi c (many-pl ace)  general  terms denote many obj ects at  a t i me i n some order  
(Qui ne 1982, pp. 167-168). 
3  For  Qui ne, a predi cate i s not   the rest  of  a sentence f rom whi ch we take away si ngul ar  
terms (as i s otherwi se usual  i n l ogi c, e.g. ‘ __ i s greater  than __’ ) , but  “ an i ntegral  word, phrase, 
or  cl ause”  (Qui ne 1995a, p. 61, see al so p. 32) . For  the di st i nct i on between a predi cate i n the 
usual  sense and as a general  term, see Qui ne (1981), pp. 164-165. 
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 Quine’s atti tude toward intensional and extensional Platonism is well  known. 

Let us outl ine i t briefly. 

 

 Ad 1) Quine rejects intensional  Platonism because of the absence of any clear 

cri terion of identity of such things as attr ibutes (concepts, properties). Attributes are 

not always identical when they hold for the same objects; i t is not clear what the 

further conditions of their identity are (Quine 1974, p. 102). 

 Quine gives an example (Quine 1981, p. 101) where he assumes that al l  beings 

with a heart are also beings with kidneys and vice versa, in other words, that the 

attributes  “ to have a heart”  and “ to have kidneys”  are coextensive. Not even in that 

case do we take the attributes “ to have a heart”  and “ to have kidneys”  to be identical. 

In the absence of coextensivity, Quine does not f ind any clear cri terion of identity (i .e., 

of individuation) of attributes. Without that cri terion, however, we cannot take 

attributes to be specif ic enti ties (“ no entity without identity” ). 

 Some propose, for example, cri teria of analyticity or of necessity - i .e., that the 

biconditional of open sentences ‘ Fx’ and ‘ Gx’ , i f  they express identical attributes, holds 

analytical ly, or  necessari ly (in the sense of quantif ied modal logic). Thereby, we take i t 

that a sentence is analytical ly true i f  and only i f  i t is true only in virtue of the meanings 

of words. However, this concept of analyticity leads to the dubious presupposition of 

meanings that transcend language. Again, the concept of necessity leads to 

“ essential ism” , according to which we could distinguish,  independently of the way of 

the specif ication of an object in language, between what belongs to the object 

essential ly and what belongs to i t accidental ly. Both are untenable on the 
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presuppositions of Quine’s theory of the indeterminacy of translation and of the 

indeterminacy of reference, which we cannot fol low further here.4  

 Quine concludes that attributes are, indeed, appropriate for ordinary language, 

but are not so for scienti f ic use. In science, instead,  i t is sufficient to speak of classes.  

 What holds for attributes, also holds (in the case of polyadicity) for relations in 

the intensional sense - they have to be abandoned in favor of relations in the 

extensional sense.  

 

 Ad. 2. Quine finds extensional  Platonism very useful , and even indispensable in 

science. It can be avoided in elementary logic, but in set theory there are laws of 

classes, to express which we need to assume the existence of classes. If  we put the laws 

into the prenex form and if  the quantif iers are not mixed (i .e., i f  ‘ ∀’ and ‘ ∃’ do not both 

occur), we can speak of the val idity of a matrix (i f  al l  quantif iers are universal) or of 

the consistency of a matrix (i f  al l  quantif iers are existential). However, we cannot do 

that when we deal with  laws with mixed prefixed quantif iers, e.g., 

 ∀z∃w∀x (x ∈ z ↔ x ∈ w) 

(see Quine 1982, pp. 291-292), for then we have bound variables that range over the 

domain that also includes classes. 

 It is interesting, for example, that we also assume classes when we speak of the 

ancestor relationship. 

                                                 
4  See, f or  exampl e, Qui ne (1976)  pp. 175-176, 184;  Qui ne (1992)  p. 52-56. 
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  x is an ancestor of y 

can be expressed, Quine reminds us (fol lowing Frege), in this way: 

x is a member of each class u such that y is a member of that class and al l  the 

parents of the members of that class are members of that class. 

Symbolical ly, we obtain: 

 ∀u [(y ∈ u ∧ ∀w∀z [(w ∈ u ∧ Fzw) → z ∈ u]) → x ∈ u], 

where y i tself belongs to the class of i ts ancestors and where ‘ Fxy’ means  ‘ x is a parent 

of y’ (Quine 1982, p. 292-293). Putting this formula into the prenex form, we obtain 

mixed quantif iers in the prefix. 

 It is in accordance with Quine’s rejection of intensional Platonism that for him 

extensional Platonism is a “ lesser evi l”  than the “ modalism”  of H. Putnam and Ch. 

Parsons (Putnam 1994, pp. 507-508).  Quine is more wil l ing to endorse abstract objects 

than to avoid them by means of introducing modal operators. However, i t should be 

stressed that extensional Platonism is not an end in i tself for Quine, but merely an 

auxil iary means in the building of a theory as a whole. Quine’s standpoint is better 

described as “ structural ism”  - ontology is general ly an auxil iary means and objects are 

only “ nodes of [a]  structure”  (Quine 1992b, pp. 30-31; Quine 1992a, pp. 6, 8-9).5 In 

that respect, Quine’s standpoint is essential ly different from, for example, Gödel’s 

Platonism (Gödel 1987).6 

                                                 
5  For  Qui ne’ s ontol ogy, see Gi bson (1997). 
6  Compare al so Putnam’ s remark i n Putnam (1994), p. 504. M ore extensi vel y about  
modal i sm, cf . i n Putnam’ s ar t i cl e “ M athemat i cs Wi thout  Foundat i ons”  (Putnam 1979, pp. 43-59, 
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Boolean logic 

 Let us return to our initial  statement of Quine’s l inguistic Platonism. The 

simplest example of that Platonism is Quine’s transformation of Boolean algebra of 

classes into Boolean logic of general terms (predicates).7 

 It is customary to conceive of Boolean algebra as algebra of classes (or, 

alternatively, as algebra of propositions). It is, in that case, a simple form of 

extensional Platonism. For example, ‘ F∩–F = Λ’ standardly means that the intersection 

of the class F and of i ts complement –F is identical to the empty class, Λ. The 

expression ‘ F∪–F = V’ means that the union of classes F and –F is identical to the 

universal class V. The letters ‘ F’ , ‘ G’ , ‘ H’ are thereby variables for classes. 

 Quine wants to show the way in which Boolean algebra can be released from the 

Platonic burden and made ontological ly “ innocent”  (Quine 1981, p. 166). What is 

interesting is that, therein, the l inguistic level of algebra remains essential ly 

unchanged. Hence, Platonism has not completely disappeared, but has been conserved 

at the formal, l inguistic level. Now, ‘ F’ , ‘ G’ , ‘ H’ are not variables for classes, but 

schematic letters for one-place predicates; ‘ –F’ is the schema for the complement of a 

predicate; ‘ FG’ is the schema for the intersection of predicates; ‘ ∃’ means existence 

(e.g., ‘ ∃F’ instead of ‘ F ≠ Λ, “ there are Fs” ); ‘ –’ before a sentence means negation 

(e.g., ‘ –∃F’ ), and the juxtaposition of sentences means conjunction (e.g., ‘ ∃FG . ∃F–

                                                                                                                                                        
part i cul ar l y pp. 45-49)  and i n Parsons’  ar t i cl e “ What  i s the I terat i ve Concept i on of  Set”  (Parsons 
1983, pp. 268-297, especi al l y p. 280;  see al so Parsons, pp. 43-49) . 
7  Cf . Qui ne (1982), pp.114-120 and Qui ne (1995), p. 34. 
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G’ ). The symbols ‘ ∨’ , ‘ ∀’ , ‘ ⊆’ , ‘ ⊂’ , ‘ ≡’ are defined in the famil iar way. Because 

predicates and sentences are represented by schemata, here we can speak of a sort of a 

schematic Platonism. 

 What enabled Quine to make the Platonism of Boolean algebra only a formal, 

ontological ly “ innocent” , Platonism is the distinction between schematic letters (which 

are not quantif ied) and variables (which can be quantif ied). If  in Boolean algebra  ‘ F’ , 

‘ G’ , ‘ H’ are variables, then the existence of classes that are possible values of the 

variables is assumed; but i f  ‘ F’ , ‘ G’ , ‘ H’ are merely schematic letters for predicates, 

there is no ontological burden - there are only predicates and individuals denoted by 

the predicates. In that way, the confusion of general terms (predicates) and abstract 

singular terms (names of classes) is also avoided.8 

 The Boolean logic of predicates covers only a small  section of elementary logic. 

It is thereby characteristic that individual variables are not needed for Boolean logic. 

The ontological burden that, according to Quine, variables otherwise carry (“ to be is to 

be a value of a bound variable” ), is thus transmitted to a predicate (“ to be is to be 

denoted by a predicate” ). 

 

                                                 
8  Qui ne 1981, p. 166. 
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Predicate-functor  logic 

 Analog formal Platonization can also be accomplished in the whole of 

elementary logic, thus also for the logic of many-placed predicates. Hence, in the 

algebraic manner, Quine develops “ predicate-functor logic” , which is equivalent to the 

whole of elementary logic (“ quantif ication theory” ).9 In Plato’s work, l ikewise, we can 

find not only ideas such as “ good” , “ virtue” , “ man”  etc., but also ideas such as 

“ identical” , “ equal” , “ greater” , “ smaller” , etc. 

 The main problem is to what to transmit the recombinatory work of individual 

variables. In fact, Quine develops his predicate-functor logic only with the theoretical 

goal to explain the role of variables, not with the goal to reform customary elementary 

logic, where we use variables. Let us take the fol lowing sentence as an example: 

 ¬∀x∀y (x loves y → y loves x), 

“ It is not always so that i f  a person x loves a person y, then the person y loves the 

person x.”  Schematized: 

 ¬∀x∀y (Fxy → Fyx). 

                                                 
9  See Qui ne (1995a), pp. 33-35, 101-105;  di f f erent  versi ons were f ormer l y presented i n 
“ V ar i abl es expl ai ned away” , f rom 1960 (Qui ne 1995b, pp. 227-235), i n “ A l gebrai c L ogi c and 
Predi cate Functors” , f rom 1971 (Qui ne 1976, pp. 283-307), i n “ The V ar i abl e”  f rom 1972 (Qui ne 
1976, pp. 272-282), i n “ Predi cates, Terms and Cl asses” , f rom 1980 (Qui ne 1981, pp. 170-172)  and 
i n Methods of  Logi c f rom 1982 (Qui ne 1982, pp. 283-288). 
 The i dea to anal yse the combi natory work of  var i abl es by means of  combi natory f unctors 
i s, accordi ng to Qui ne, due to the works of  M . Schönf i nkel  f rom 1924 and H. Curry f rom 1930 and 
1958 (see Schönf i nkel  1967 and Curry 1924). 
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The whole point of this sentence is expressed by the recombination of variables (order 

inversion), where i t is obvious that variables serve for “ pronominal cross-reference” , 

i .e., for identifying reference places in a sentence. 

 For that recombinatory work, Quine uses the fol lowing  predicate functors: 

∃ (cropping functor): el iminates the first variable in a string 

Pad (padding functor): adds a new variable to the initial  position of a string 

Ref (reflection functor): el iminates repetition of variables at the beginning of a string 

Perm (permutation functor): moves the second variable to the end of a string. 

 One defined functor is also useful: 

Reti (retrojection functor): moves the i th variable to the initial  position in a string 

It is defined as fol lows: 

 RetiF
n  =def  Perm(n-i  times)∃Perm(i-1 times)PadFn. 

 ‘ ∃’ is a sentence prefix in Boolean logic that has now become a predicate 

functor. Schematic predicate letters have superscripts for ari ty: F0, G0, ..., F1, G1, ... . 

 By means of predicate functors we can make any two strings of variables 

homogeneous and free of repetitions. Eventually, a closed sentence schema becomes a 

zero-place predicate schema. As an example, here is the predicate-functor 

transformation of the above sentence schema: 
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¬∀x∀y (Fxy → Fyx)  ↔  ∃x∃y (Fxy ∧ ¬Fyx)  

 ↔  ∃x∃y (F2xy ∧ ¬F2yx) 

 ↔  ∃x∃y (Ret2F2yx ∧ –F2yx) 

 ↔  ∃x∃y (Ret2F2 –F2) yx 

 ↔  ∃x ∃(Ret2F2 –F2) x 

 ↔  ∃∃(Ret2F2 –F2). 

 

 We could even say that Quine’s l inguistic Platonism arrives here at an extreme 

point. We see that in predicate-functor logic, sentences are reduced to predicates, or, as 

we may traditionally say, “ logos”  is reduced to “ idea” .  Moreover, predicate-functor 

logic can include the logic of identity, where al l  singular terms (names and 

descriptions) can be el iminated along the l ines of Russell ’s theory of definite 

description. Therefore, in predicate-functor logic, there are no names, no pronouns 

(variables), and no sentences anymore - only predicates and predicate functors. 

“ Ideif ication”  is complete. 

 Semantical ly, there is no designation and no valuation of variables - only 

denotation by predicates. Again, to be denoted is a particular version of the Platonistic 

“ participation”  of objects in ideas. Furthermore, even truth is reduced to denotation.  

Truth is “ the zero case of denotation by predicates”  (Quine 1995a, p.65), since a closed 

sentence can always be conceived as a zero-place predicate. Namely, as ‘ greater than’ is 

a two-place predicate (x is greater than y), and ‘ man’ is a one-place predicate (x is a 

man), so ‘ Snow is white’ is a zero-place form. Thus, in a Quinean paraphrase of the 

Tarskian definition of satisfaction, we could say: as 
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 ‘ Between’ denotes <x, y, z> i f  and only i f  x is between y and z 

 ‘ Father’ denotes <x, y> i f  and only i f  x is father of y 

 ‘ Rabbit’ denotes x i f  and only i f  x is a rabbit, 

so similarly 

 ‘ Snow is white’ is true i f  and only i f  snow is white. 

‘ To be true’ is, so to say, nothing but the intransitive ‘ to denote’ . 

 Let us sum up. Extensional Platonism is what is unavoidable for Quine in set 

theory, whereas what is in a sense unavoidable at the elementary logical level (f irst-

order logic) is only ontological ly neutral, formal l inguistic Platonism. The latter is 

unavoidable in the sense that elementary logic can always be represented in the 

predicate-functor (Platonistic) form. However, i t does not have to be represented in that 

way, nor is that practical or usual, although it is appropriate, above al l , as already 

mentioned, for the theoretical goal of considerations about logic i tself. 
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Hierarchy 

 From the standpoint of Quine’s predicate-functor logic, we can come somewhat 

closer to the question “ What is an idea?” . The question is now reduced to the question 

“ What is a predicate?” . On the one hand, we may answer the question “ What is a 

predicate?”  purely syntactical ly, describing the predicate schemata possible in 

predicate-functor logic. On the other hand, we may answer the question semantical ly, 

transforming i t into the question “ What is denotation?” . Namely, semantical ly, to be a 

predicate is to be a predicate of, or, in other words, to denote. The predicate ‘ denote’ , 

however, taken l i teral ly, leads to the fol lowing antinomy: 

‘ Not denoting self ’ denotes i tself i f  and only i f  i t does not denote i tself. 

Therefore, Quine introduces a hierarchy of denotation. The predicate ‘ denote’ can be 

applied to the predicate ‘ denote’ only i f  the former is of a higher level than the latter 

(Quine 1995a, p. 64). Thus we can only say: 

      ‘ Not denoting1 self ’ denotes2 i tself i f  and only i f  i t does not denote1 i tself 

      ‘ Not denoting2 self ’ denotes3 i tself i f  and only i f  i t does not denote2 i tself 

      ‘ Not denoting3 self ’ denotes4 i tself i f  and only i f  i t does not denote3 i tself, 

      etc. 

  

Therefore, as Quine concludes, we have to define separately the predicate ‘ denote1’ 

f i rst, then the predicate ‘ denote2’ ,  then the predicate ‘ denote3’ , etc. 
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 This hierarchy of denotation and the corresponding hierarchy of predicates 

could be conceived as an interesting “ schema”  of the Platonic “ realm of ideas”  and of 

the “ participation”  in ideas. Whether this schema leads the way to something that 

would correspond to the Platonic “ idea of ideas” , i .e., “ the idea of good“ , may remain 

an open question. But what, at least through infinite levels, successively bui lds a bridge 

between denoting predicates and objects denoted, viz. between language and the world, 

is undoubtedly some rather valuable good.10  
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